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Healthy Organizations and the Link to
Societies:
Strategies for
Peaceful
Implementing Organizational Change
Jeannette Jackson*
Maria Coolican*
ABSTRACT

This Article focuses on the impact that the organizational
structure of a corporation can have on fostering a peaceful
outside world. In this Article, the Authors argue that if an
organizationis structured to meet the needs of its employees and
also cares about its employees and their needs, then the
employees will behave civilly and respectfully. Furthermore,the
Authors argue that the organizationstructured in such fashion
will then be conducive for healthy organizationalgrowth and
positive conflict resolution. The Article posits that families,
schools, religious organizations, social groups, and business
organizations all have the potential of contributing to a morepeacful society by creating "rules of the game" that require and
intentionally facilitate respectful, civil, and peaceful behaviors
of their members. The Article concludes that a respectful way of
working together will often spill over into behavior outside of the
organization, which will facilitate positive change toward a
peaceful world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When designing and implementing an organizational change
process, we intentionally and significantly impact the lives of the
human beings who make up the organization. Most individuals
spend a majority of their time, often at least five days each week, in
an organizational setting or framework.
If the organization is
structured in a way that recognizes the needs of the employees, has a
code of behavior-oftentimes referred to as the organizational
values-that is civil and caring, uses this code of behavior to give
developmental feedback to employees, and creates opportunities for a
variety of networks between people, then the environment is very
likely to be conducive for healthy organizational growth. If people are
expected to behave respectfully and in a civil fashion, and if the
organization intentionally promotes such behavior, the continuous,
daily reinforcement of a respectful way of working together will often
spill out into behavior outside of the organization. If we hope to
impact society and the ways in which we all live together, we are
obligated to consider how to positively impact the thinking and the
behavior of individuals at all stages of life and in a variety of
organizational settings. Families, schools, religious organizations,
social groups, and business organizations all have the potential of
contributing to a more peaceful society by creating "rules of the game"
that require and intentionally facilitate respectful, civil, and peaceful
behaviors of their members.
As we seek to structure our working practices with clients who
represent a large variety of organizational styles and structures, we
continually strive to find innovative and respectful ways that we can
help to facilitate positive change. Our goal-indeed, our very ethicis to create those change processes in such a way so as to recognize
and respond to the needs of employees or organizational members,
and to help to create the conditions that lead to civil and respectful
ways of being.
The focus of our work at the recent Corporate Governance and
Sustainable Peace Conference (Conference) is on the role that
business and other organizational entities can and should play in
helping to create peaceful and civil societies. We choose to focus our
energies on the organizational level, for this is often where people
spend a majority of their time and one where there are establishedeither explicitly or implicitly-codes of behavior that are reinforced
over time. When we think about creating momentum toward the
ideal of a more peaceful and just society, we know it means affecting
individuals at a fundamental, personal level. There is additionally, of
course, the question of peace and conflict. We believe in the value of
healthy conflict, as well as in the notion that people often need to
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learn mechanisms for identifying and dealing with unhealthy conflict.
Disputes, differing opinions, divergent values and beliefs, and
fundamentally-different ways of viewing the world are examples of
the wonderfully-diverse world in which we live; our challenge is to
positively harness the energy of these issues and to leverage that
energy in our pursuit of peaceful societies.

II. CREATING THE SPILLOVER EFFECT
We come, then, to the essential question: how can organizations
best and most appropriately affect human behavior in such a way so
that a spillover effect of similarly-respectful behaviors into our larger
world is most likely to occur? One of the best overall examples of an
organization that has "spillover" effects on society is the Pike Street
Fish Market in Seattle, Washington. The employees transform the
experiences that customers and passers-by have through one-on-one
interaction and intense showmanship. 1 The employees embody the2
company values that support the vision and mission of the company.
These values-Play Together; Be There; Make Their Day; and Choose
Your Attitude-are lived in observable and dynamic ways. 3 It is not
surprising, therefore, to find that these values and ways of behaving
are infectious and leave the customers feeling as though they, too,
have the possibility of living their lives in similarly-positive ways.
Pike Street uses these values to guide their everyday actions and
behaviors that make the vision of being "the greatest fish market in
The employees interpret the values
the world" come alive. 4
individually; for example, no one tells them exactly how to "play
together" or "be there" or "make their day"-they choose. 5 There is a
tremendous sense of personal freedom in this choice. Interestingly, it
is the focus on the small actions and the specific attitudes and
behaviors of the employees that appears to create such a vibrant and
successful company. Our experience with similar organizations is
that it is the everyday actions in which each employee is willing to
engage that makes the organizational vision a reality.
Our belief is that the world cannot be changed until a significant
majority of individuals in the world are encouraged to move in this
direction. If one looks at the world as a whole, it is made up of

See Denny Moreen, Fish!And Other Fauna,at http://www.bfs.ucsd.edulbbs/
1.
postit/dec2001/Fishseminat. htm.
2.
See Training Systems, Inspiring Tips, at http://www.trainingsys.com/
tips/inspire0203.html.

3.
4.

Id.
See Charthouse Learning, The Fish! Philosophy, at httpJ/www.charthouse.

com/charthouse/prodfilm-fm-filmsfish.asp.

5.

Id.
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millions of organizations from the largest political unit to the
smallest family or tribe. The core question for us in our work is how
to have an impact on the individuals within these organizations. It is
the rare individual who is completely on his or her own and without
significant organizational contact. In our work with the Conference,
we choose to focus on the unit of the business organization. Business
organizations are responsible for millions of individuals who often
work almost half their waking hours within such a structure. If we
believe that one's environment has a significant and lasting impact
on one's behavior and choices, it then becomes obvious that the
business organization is an entity that can provide the organizational
structure and social leadership to help shape positive individual
behaviors.
There are a few key areas in which an organization can explicitly
promote some of these positive behaviors.
First, organizational
leadership is, perhaps, the most important of these areas. What the
leader says and holds people accountable for is critical in whether
people believe in the goals and values of the organization. The leader
must be willing to make the hard decisions about people who do not
uphold the goals and values of the organization.
Through the
identification of those organizational goals and values, people learn
the norms of the organization and what is expected from them in
terms of work content and behavior.
Second, the ways in which the organizational structure values
the feedback process can have a powerful effect on people. This is the
key tool for influencing behavior on the job, as it is directly related to
monetary and psychological rewards and consequences. 6 Evaluations
are best accomplished when they are framed as a developmental
experience. In addition, we find that individuals can accept feedback
much more readily when they understand the psychological response
to feedback, when they are asked to evaluate themselves as a part of
the process, and when they trust the individual giving them the
feedback. 7 At a leadership or board of directors level, the process of
self-evaluation is a critical piece of the feedback process. We have
seen success at this level by framing the self-appraisal as a positive,
non-threatening, collegial, and growth-oriented procedure.
Third, the area of conflict resolution is one that has huge
potential for modeling appropriate and ethical behaviors. Many
people do not have the skills to navigate conflict, and business has an
opportunity to shape how people react to and manage conflict
situations. How individuals manage, discuss, and learn from conflict
has everything to do with organizational culture, and closely reflects

6.
See HR On Campus, Tool Helps Managers Evaluate Employees, Improve
Performance, Feb. 10, 2003, availableat LEXIS, News Group File.
7.
See id.
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the organizational values. Conflict resolution is heavily based on the
construct of trust.8 Trust, in turn, is based heavily on the depth of
relationship and sense of safety.9 Knowing, for example, that one will
have to see someone again and again and again makes a difference in
how one chooses to behave. We believe this has implications for
creating opportunities for employees, customers, and community
members to meaningfully connect.
We find particularly powerful energy around the fourth core area
in which organizations can explicitly influence behavior: that of
creating and facilitating "small wins" within an organization. Karl
Weick's framework of how small wins can generate energy and lead to
significant organizational change is one way to think about how to
engage the organization in what is important. 10 According to Weick,
a small win is "a concrete, complete, implemented outcome of
moderate importance." 11 We choose to think about and use this
construct as being less about social problems, and more about social
growth and the creation of healthy organizations that impact people's
behavior.
Finally, the notion of respectful attention to human needs within
an organizational setting is one of the most powerful ways that
organizations can facilitate positive behavior. Based largely on the
work of Abraham Maslow, we know that it is only when we meet
people's basic needs that they can then focus on higher and more
cognitive levels of operation. We are all a blend of our personal and
professional lives, and if the business shows caring and concern for
personal circumstances, while still holding people accountable for
results in a reasonable way, the business is likely to build a strong
sense of loyalty. This building of community is what often keeps
people at a job even when they may not care for the content of the
work or for the wages.

III. CONCLUSION
The pursuit of peaceful ways of living together is one that is at
the very core of who we are as an organization and what we strive for
every day as we work with a wide variety of clients. By making this
pursuit explicit, and by examining the ways in which organizational
structures and practices can be designed and developed to positively
impact human behavior, we have the possibility-indeed, the very

8.
See Violence and Control: A New Book Offers Insight into Prevention,
Serious Attacks in the Workplace, FIN. TIMES, Sept. 22, 1999, at 36.

9.
10.

See id.
See Karl Weick, Small Wins: Redefining the Scale of Social Problems, 39

AM. PSYCHOL 40 (1984)
11.
Id.
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strong and energizing possibility-of contributing to a peaceful,
productive, and energizing world.

